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ESCAPE-11 Questionaire : Results (Based on 142 received forms) 
 
Please indicate your preferences on the following items so that future ESCAPE meetings can be 
improved and meet your needs more fully. 
 

ITEMS Strongly 
agree Agree Disagree Strongly 

disagree 
A. TECHNICAL PROGRAM     
The keynote lectures were stimulating 47 75 15  4 
The selected plenary oral papers were stimulating 27 96 7 6 
The distribution of papers in plenary poster and parallel oral 
sessions was good 49 68 19 6 

The poster session provided a good overview of the advances in 
CAPE 37 86 15 2 

Parallel oral sessions were necessary and there were not too many 62 65 8 0 
B. PRINTED PROCEEDINGS & CACE SPECIAL ISSUE     
The quality of the papers is good 42 89 9 0 
It is a good idea to the print the proceedings as a book volume for 
the series “Computer Aided Chemical Engineering” 65 60 10 5 

The proceedings will serve as a useful reference document 56 68 7 3 
The arrangement to publish the extended papers as part of a 
C&CE special issue is good and gives all authors a fair chance to 
get a journal publication, provided their paper satisfies the journal 
selection criteria 

68 61 9 0 

C. SYMPOSIUM ARRANGEMENTS     
The overall organization was satisfactory 82 49 9 2 
Adequate information was given about the final program 81 50 10 0 
Adequate information was given about the conference venue and 
facilities 64 65 7 5 

The conference web-site was helpful and useful 71 62 9 0 
There was adequate time for discussions during the sessions 68 64 10 0 
The poster session arrangement was satisfactory 41 74 18 3 
There was adequate time for discussions/meetings, etc., outside 
the sessions 63 69 8 0 

D. CONFERENCE FACILITIES     
The audio-visual facilities were adequate 102 38 2 0 
The accommodation/meals met your expectations 64 61 10 6 
The ESCAPE-11 office was helpful 86 55 0 0 
The symposium was good value for money 46 67 14 10 
E. ESCAPE CONFERENCE     
You are satisfied as an author and will submit papers again to 
future ESCAPE conferences 52 54 8 2 

You are satisfied as a participant and will try to attend future 
ESCAPE conferences 44 78 6 3 

  
F. GENERAL COMMENTS/COMPLAINTS/SUGGESTIONS 
 
There were a number of useful comments – we appreciate them and we will pass on this information to the next 
Escape organizers. For those who complained about Hotel Tre Roser, we are sorry to hear that the 
accommodation was not satisfactory. We have passed the information to Scanticon with whom we had the 
contract. We were not aware that the quality of Hotel Tre Roser had gone down since we made the contract with 
Scanticon. Our apologies.  Finally, we are happy that a majority of participants and authors were satisfied with 
Escape-11. In future, we will try our best to reduce the number of unsatisfied participants. 
 
Organizers of Escape-11 
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